
Approximation Algorithms for Bipartite and Non-Bipartite Matchingin the Plane �Kasturi R. Varadarajany Pankaj K. AgarwalzAbstractIn the approximate Euclidean min-cost perfect matchingproblem, we are a given a set V of 2n points in the plane, anda real number " > 0, and we want to pair up the points (inton pairs) so that the sum of the distances between the pairedpoints is within a multiplicative factor of (1+ ") of the opti-mal. We present a Monte-Carlo algorithm that returns, withprobability at least 1=2, a solution within (1 + ") of the op-timal; the running time of our algorithm is O((n="3) log6 n).In the bipartite version of this problem, we are given a setR of n red points, a set B of n blue points in the plane, anda real number " > 0. We want to match each red point witha blue point so that the sum of the distances between pairedpoints is within (1 + ") times that of an optimal match-ing. We present an algorithm for this problem that runs inO((n=")3=2 log5 n) time.1 IntroductionIn the approximate (Euclidean) min-cost matchingproblem, we are given a set V of 2n points in the plane,and a real number " > 0. A matching of V is a collec-tion M of unordered pairs of V so that no point in V isincident on more than one pair in M . A perfect match-ing of V is a matching M in which every point in V isincident on exactly one pair of M ; a perfect matchingof V has n pairs. We de�ne the cost of a matching Mto be the sum of the Euclidean distances between thepaired points. The problem is to �nd a perfect match-ing whose cost is at most (1 + ") times the cost of amin-cost perfect matching.In the approximate (Euclidean) bipartite min-costmatching problem, we are given a set R of n red pointsand a set B of n blue points in the plane, and a realnumber " > 0. Here, the pairs of the matching are re-stricted to be red-blue pairs. The problem is to �nd� Work on this paper was done when the �rst author was atDuke University. This work has been supported by National Sci-ence Foundation research grants CCR{9732287 and EIA{9870724,by Army Research O�ce MURI grant DAAH04{96{1{0013, by aSloan fellowship, by a National Science Foundation NYI award,and by a grant from the U.S.-Israeli Binational Science Founda-tion. National Science FoundationyDIMACS, Rutgers University, Piscateway, NJ 08854 Email:krv@dimacs.rutgers.eduzCenter for Geometric Computing, Department of Com-puter Science, Duke University, Durham, NC 27708. Email:pankaj@cs.duke.edu

a perfect red-blue matching of R [ B whose cost is atmost (1+") times the cost of a min-cost perfect red-bluematching.These problems have applications in operations re-search, pattern recognition, shape matching, statistics,and VLSI. The �rst polynomial time algorithm (on gen-eral graphs) for (exact) min-cost bipartite matching isdue to Kuhn [9], and for min-cost non-bipartite match-ing is due to Edmonds [4]. The fastest known imple-mentations of these algorithms run in O(jV j3) time ondense graphs (see Lawler [10]) and roughly O(jEjjV j)time on sparse graphs [8]. For the Euclidean (planar)versions of these problems, Vaidya [13] showed that ge-ometry can be exploited to get algorithms running inO(n5=2 logO(1) n) time for both the bipartite and non-bipartite versions. Agarwal et al. [1] improved the run-ning time for the bipartite case to O(n2+�), for any� > 0. Very recently, Varadarajan [14] gave a divide-and-conquer algorithm for planar non-bipartite match-ing that runs in O(n3=2 logO(1) n) time.There has been considerable amount of work onhueristics for Euclidean matching; see the survey byAvis [3], and the references therein. Much of this workconsiders the case in which the points are in a unitsquare, and aims at producing a matching whose ab-solute cost is small. In contrast, Vaidya [12] gave analgorithm for approximate min-cost matching in theplane that runs in roughly O(n3=2="3) time. Recently,Arora [2] gave a Monte-Carlo algorithm for this prob-lem that runs in O(n logO(1=") n) time and returns acorrect solution with high probability. Building on hisapproach, Rao and Smith [11] give a Monte-Carlo algo-rithm that runs in O(n logn) time and produces (withprobability at least 1=2) a matching whose cost is withina constant factor of the optimal. We are not aware ofany previous work on approximation algorithms for min-cost bipartite matching in the plane.Our results. This paper contains two main results.First, we present a Monte Carlo algorithm for com-puting an approximate min-cost non-bipartite matchingthat runs in O((n="3) log6 n) time; the algorithm re-turns a matching that whose cost is within (1+") timesthat of of an optimal, with probability at least 1=2. Ofcourse, the probability of success can be increased by



iterating the algorithm and taking the smallest match-ing returned. Arora's algorithm [2] achieves the sameresult, but with a running of O(n logO(1=") n). UnlikeArora's algorithm, the running time of our algorithmis polynomial in 1=". We achieve this improvement bycombining the divide-and-conquer approach developedin [14] for computing an optimal Euclidean matchingin the plane along with the the partitioning scheme ofArora.The techniques used by Vaidya [12] and Arora [2] forapproximate min-cost non-bipartite matching do not ex-tend to the bipartite case. No subquadratic algorithm isknown even for a constant-factor approximate bipartitemin-cost matching. We present a determinsitic algo-rithm for computing an (1 + ")-approximate Euclideanbipartite matching that runs in O((n=")3=2 log5 n) time.The crux of our algorithm is an e�cient implementa-tion in geometry of the scaling algorihm of Gabow andTarjan [7]. For this, we partition the red-blue edgesinto O( log n" ) classes depending on their (approximate)length, and work with clique covers [6] of these classesrather than with each red-blue pair explicitly.In Section 2, we describe our algorithm for approxi-mate non-bipartite matching, and in Section 3, we de-scribe our algorithm for approximate bipartite match-ing. We o�er our conclusions in Section 4. Throughoutthe paper, we will make the assumption the " > 1=n;this will simplify our running time expressions. The jus-ti�cation is that for " < 1=n, the exact algorithms areanyway faster than our approximation algorithms.2 Approximating non-bipartite match-ingWe are given a set V of 2n points in the plane, anda real number " > 0, and we want to �nd a match-ing of V whose cost is within a multiplicative factor of(1 + ") of the min-cost perfect matching. We �rst de-scribe the partitioning scheme of Arora [2], based onwhich we de�ne a graph G whose vertices are V andsome additional `Steiner' points. We then describe ourdivide-and-conquer algorithm for computing a min-costmatching on G.
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Using standard techniques, such as the ones describedby Arora [2] or Rao-Smith [11], we can assume that theminimum distance between any two points in V is 8,and V lies in an L � L square, where L � n3. Wealso assume, without loss of generality, that L = 2k, forsome integer k � 0, and that the square is aligned withthe integer grid, i.e., the bottom-left corner is at theorigin and the top-right corner is (L;L). We expand thesquare to a 2L�2L square as follows. We choose randomintegers a; b 2 [0; L]. We move the bottom-left cornerto (�a;�b) and the top-right corner to (2L�a; 2L� b);see Figure 1.We construct a quad-tree on the resulting square us-ing the following recursive procedure. Any stage of therecursion begins with a squareK. If K contains at mostone point in V , it is a leaf of the quad-tree; the recursionterminates and we return. Otherwise, K is a non-leafsquare of the quad-tree. We divide K into four equalsquares K1; : : : ;K4 using a vertical median line and ahorizontal median line. We place O((logn)=") evenlyspaced portals on the vertical and horizontal lines, asin Arora's algorithm. We then recursively construct thequadtrees for K1; : : : ;K4.

Figure 2: A quadtree for the points indicated in bold. Theempty circles are the portals. The two kinds of edges in Gcorresponding to the shaded leaf of the quadtree are shown.We now construct a graph G whose vertices are thepoints in V , called sites, and the portals, also calledSteiner points, that we have placed. For each leaf squareK of the quad-tree, we add an edge between every pairof portals on the boundary of K. In addition, if theleaf square K contains a point v 2 V , we add an edgebetween v and each portal on the boundary of K. SeeFigure 2 for an illustration. Since the quad-tree hasdepth O(log n), it has O(n logn) leaf squares overall, sothe total number of vertices in G is O(n" log2 n), andthe total numer of edges is O( n"2 log3 n). We de�ne thelength of an edge (p; q) in this graph to be the Euclideandistance between p and q. The distance between any twovertices p and q of G, denoted by �(p; q), is the length ofthe shortest path between p and q in G. In this section,



we use the word edge to denote an actual edge in thegraph and the word pair to denote any unordered pair(u; v) 2 V � V . The cost of a matching M of V in G isthe sum P(u;v)2M �(u; v). (Note that the matching isa collection of pairs in V � V .) The following lemma isan easy consequence of Arora's charging scheme:Lemma 2.1 With a probability of at least 1=2, thegraph G produced by the above scheme has the propertythat the min-cost matching of V in G is within (1 + ")of the min-cost matching of V .Our algorithm computes a min-cost matching of Vin G. Unlike the Arora algorithm, which uses dynamicprogramming to compute all possible solutions at eachnode of the quad-tree, our algorithm is a divide-and-conquer variant of Edmonds' matching algorithm. Itis because of this alternative approach that we obtain arunning time that is polynomial in 1=", whereas Arora'salgorithm is exponential in 1=". Our algorithm canbe viewed as an implementation on the graph G ofthe divide-and-conquer scheme that was developed byVaradarajan [14] for exact matching in the plane.2.1 Min-cost matching of V in the graph GWe take the view that an edge (u; v) of the graph Gis an actual link whose length is d(u; v), the Euclideandistance between u and v. We de�ne the distance be-tween a vertex w and a point z on a link (u; v), de-noted by �(w; z), as the length of the shortest path alongthe links, i.e., �(w; z) = minf�(w; u) + d(u; z); �(w; v) +d(w; z)g. We de�ne the disk of radius r centered at asite v to be the set of all vertices and all portions onthe edges of G whose distance (in G) from v is at mostr. In other words, a disk is a one-dimensional networkconsisting of vertices and portions of edges of G. Byde�nition of �, if a portion of an edge is in the disk,then at least one of its endpoints is also in the disk.We say that a subset Q � V of V is an odd subset oran odd-set if jQj is odd and jQj � 3. ForQ � V , let �(Q)denote the subset of pairs with exactly one endpoint inQ, that is, �(Q) = f(u; v) 2 V � V : jfu; vg \Qj = 1g.Edmonds' algorithm is motivated by duality theoryfor linear programs; see [4], [10] for a discussion of linearprogramming duality. His algorithm associates a \dual"variable !v for each v 2 V and a dual variable !Q foreach odd set Q. Sometimes, it will be convenient todenote !v by !fvg. Corresponding to the pair (u; v), let�uv = !u + !v +P(u;v)2�(Q) !Q. From duality theory,it follows that a perfect matching M is optimal if thereexist values !v, for each v 2 V , and !Q, for each oddsubset Q, such that the following conditions hold:edge-feasibility: �uv � �(u; v) for each (u; v) 2V � V .

positive-dual: !Q � 0 for each odd subset Q.matching-admissibility: (u; v) 2 M ) �uv =�(u; v).maximality: For each odd subset Q, if !Q > 0,then the matching M is maximal within Q,that is, the number of pairs in M both ofwhose endpoints are in Q is (jQj � 1)=2. SinceM is a perfect matching, this is equivalent toM \ �(Q) = 1.Like Edmonds' algorithm, our approach also com-putes a perfect matching and a corresponding set ofdual variables such that edge-feasibility, positive-dual, matching-admissibility, and maximality aresatis�ed. The di�erence is that unlike in Edmonds' algo-rithm, we use divide-and-conquer for doing this. Beforedescribing our approach, we describe the important no-tion of blossoms that was introduced by Edmonds. Ourdescription of blossoms and other standard componentsof the matching algorithm are based on the presentationof Galil et al.[8].De�nition 2.2 For any vertex v 2 V , let �(v) =!v +Pv2Q !Q. A pair (u; v) is feasible if �uv � �(u; v).It is admissible if �uv = �(u; v):2.2 Blossoms and alternating pathsDuring the course of our algorithm, certain odd subsetsof V are designated as blossoms. The algorithm main-tains the property that !Q > 0 for an odd subset Qonly if Q is a blossom. The set of blossoms at any stagehave the following nested structure: For any two distinctblossoms B and B0, either B \ B0 = ;, or B � B0, orB0 � B. Each v 2 V is a trivial blossom of size one. Anon-trivial blossom B is given by a sequence of blossomsB0; : : : ; Br, where r = 2k, for k � 1, and a sequence ofadmissible pairs ei = (ui�1; vi), for i = 1; : : : ; r + 1,such that1. ui; vi 2 Bi mod (r+1).2. For 1 � i � r + 1, (ui�1; vi) 2 M if i is even and(ui�1; vi) 62M if i is odd.The blossoms B0; : : : ; Br are referred to as the sub-blossoms of B. (See Figure 3 for an illustration of ablossom.) A blossom that is not a subblossom of anyother blossom is called an outermost blossom. Clearly,the outermost blossoms induce a partition of V . It canbe shown from the properties above that any blossomB contains an odd number of vertices, and that thematchingM is maximal within B. The unique vertex ofB that is not matched to any other vertex of B is calledits base. The base can also be de�ned by inductionon the structure of blossoms as follows. The base of



a trivial blossom v is the vertex v itself. The base of ablossom B whose subblossoms are given by the sequenceB0; : : : ; Br (as above) is the base of B0.B1
B4 v3 = u3v4

v1 v2 = u2B2
B3B0u0 = v5 u4 u1

Figure 3: A blossom with sub-blossoms B0; : : : ; B4.The solid edges represent pairs in the matching andthe dashed edges represent the other admissible pairsmaking up the blossom.An alternating path between vertices v0 and vr is asequence of admissible pairs ei = (vi�1; vi), for i =1; : : : ; r, such that for i = 1; : : : ; r � 1, ei 2 M ifand only if ei+1 62 M . In other words, it is a pathin which alternate pairs are in the matching. An alter-nating path between outermost blossoms B0 and Br isgiven by a sequence of admissible pairs ei = (ui�1; vi),for i = 1; : : : ; r, and a sequence of outermost blossomsB0; : : : ; Br, where ui; vi 2 Bi, and for i = 1; : : : ; r � 1,ei 2 M if and only if ei+1 62 M . We say that a vertexv is exposed if no pair of the matching M is incidenton v; an outermost blossom B is exposed if no pair ofthe matching M is incident on the base of B. An alter-nating path between two exposed vertices is called anaugmenting path.Lemma 2.3 Let u and v be points in di�erent outerblossoms. The pair (u; v) is feasible i� �(u) + �(v) ��(u; v). The pair (u; v) is admissible i� �(u) + �(v) =�(u; v).Using the triangle inequality for �(:; :), we can showthat throughout our algorithm, �(v) � 0 for any v 2 V .For a site v 2 V , we use disk(v) to denote the diskof radius �(v) centered at v, as de�ned above. Since�(v) � 0, disk(v) is well de�ned. Lemma 2.3 impliesthat if u and v are vertices in di�erent blossoms, feasibil-ity of (u; v) means that disk(u) and disk(v) do not over-lap (although they can touch), i.e., no point on a linklies in the relative interior of both disk(u) and disk(v);admissibility of (u; v) means disk(u) and disk(v) do notoverlap but touch.In the rest of this section, we will sometimes referto an outermost blossom as simply a blossom, and usethe term `sub-blossom' when speci�cally referring to ablossom that is not outermost.

2.3 The divide-and-conquer algorithmLet K be a square in the quad-tree, and let U � V bethe set of sites lying within K. We will describe ourdivide-and-conquer scheme for the set U . Let P be theset of portals on the boundary of Q. Let G(K) denotethe sub-graph of G induced by U and the portals lyinginside or on the boundary of K. Let m (resp. �) denotethe number of vertices (resp. edges) in G(K). The goalin the subproblem for U is to compute a (not necessarilyperfect) matchingM of U , a set of blossoms in U , and aset of dual variables !u for each u 2 U , and !Q for eachblossom Q, so that the conditions edge-feasibility,positive-dual, matching-admissibility, and maxi-mality hold for U , and in addition, the following twoconditions are also satis�ed:radius-constraint: For each u 2 U and each por-tal p 2 P , �(u) � �(u; p).exposed-constraint: For every exposed blossomQof U , there is a q 2 Q and a portal p 2 P suchthat �(q) = �(q; p).We say that a blossom Q of U is constrained at a por-tal p 2 P if Q is an exposed blossom, and there is aq 2 Q such that �(q) = �(q; p). We say that Q is un-constrained otherwise. We emphasize that only an ex-posed blossom can be constrained; a blossom that is notexposed is by de�nition unconstrained. The exposed-constraint condition is that every exposed blossomof U is constrained. We remark that the radius-constraint allows us to restrict our attention to G(K)for solving the subproblem for U , because it restrictsthe disks of points in U to within G(K).IfK is not a leaf of the quad-tree, our algorithm recur-sively solves the subproblems for K1; : : : ;K4, the fourchildren of Q. Let Ui � U be the set of sites lying inKi. Suppose that the recursive calls return a matching,blossoms, and dual variables for Ui satisfying the sixconditions for Ui. To begin the conquer step for U , weobtain an initial matching, dual variables, and blossomsby combining the matching, dual variables, and blos-soms for U1; : : : ; U4. At this stage, it is easy to see thatall the six conditions except the exposed-constraintare satis�ed for U . (Here, we use the fact that the por-tals on the boundary of a square Ki \separate" the ver-tices of G(Ki) from the vertices of G lying outside Ki.)Observe that the exposed-constraint conditionmay be violated for a blossom Q of U . The conquerstage of the divide-and-conquer algorithm for U elimi-nates the violations of the exposed-constraint, thussolving the subproblem for U . The `conquer' stage con-sists of a series of phases; in each phase the numberof unconstrained exposed blossoms is reduced by eitherone or two.



2.4 The conquer stageAs we indicated, the conquer stage consists of phases.Each phase begins with the current matching M , a setof dual variables, and a set of blossoms. The algorithmalways maintains the �ve conditions edge-feasibility,positive-dual, matching-admissibility, maximal-ity, and radius-constraint. In each phase, the num-ber of unconstrained exposed blossoms is decreased byone or two. Thus, each phase decreases the number ofviolations of the sixth condition exposed-constraint,and so the algorithm terminates after a �nite numberof phases.For brevity, we will call a constrained blossom a c-blossom. During a phase, some unconstrained outerblossoms are labelled as s-blossoms and t-blossoms. (Anouter blossom is labelled as either an s-blossom or at-blossom, but not both.) An unconstrained outer blos-som which is not labelled is called a free blossom orf -blossom. (s-, t-, and f - pre�xes are only for uncon-strained blossoms.) A vertex is called an s-vertex, t-vertex, f -vertex, or c-vertex according to whether itbelongs, respectively, to an s-blossom, t-blossom, f -blossom, or c-blossom. We let S, T , and F denote,respectively, the set of s-vertices, t-vertices, and f -vertices. For any v 2 V , let b(v) denote the outermostblossom containing V .A phase is divided into O(m) subphases. At the end ofeach subphase, the following invariants hold. An uncon-strained exposed blossom is always an s-blossom. Forevery s- or t- blossom B, there is an alternating path�(B0; B) between an unconstrained exposed blossom B0and B. If B is an s-blossom (resp. t-blossom), �(B0; B)has even (resp. odd) length, that is, there are an even(resp. odd) number of edges in the alternating path.The s- and t-blossoms, together with the correspondingalternating paths, induce a forest of rooted trees, a treebeing rooted at each unconstrained exposed blossom.The trees are called alternating trees, and the forest iscalled an alternating forest. (The c-blossoms are not inthe alternating forest.) The leaves of the alternatingtrees are always s-blossoms.For every f -blossom B, there is another f -blossomC so that bases of B and C are matched in M , i.e.,(base(C); base(C)) 2 M . Therefore, M induces a per-fect matching on the bases of all the f -blossoms.At the start of a phase, we label each unconstrainedexposed blossom as an s-blossom; every other uncon-strained outer blossom is an f -blossom. A subphaseconsists of the following loop, which is repeated until atermination condition for the phase is met. The aboveinvariants hold at the end of each iteration of the loop.Let

�1 = minQ a nontrivial t-blossom!Q;�2 = minu2S;v2F(�(u; v)� �uv);�3 = minu;v2S; b(u)6=b(v)(�(u; v)� �uv)=2;�4 = minu2S;v a c-vertex(�(u; v)� �uv);�5 = minu2S;p2P(�(u; p)� �(u)):Set � = minf�1; �2; �3; �4; �5g.Dual change: Let !Q be the dual variable correspond-ing to the blossom Q. (If Q is a trivial blossom consist-ing of a vertex v, then !Q = !v .) For each s-blossomQ, we increase !Q by �, and for each t-blossom Q, wedecrease !Q by �. After the dual change, one of �1, �2,�3, �4, or �5 becomes zero. In case of a tie, we pick anarbitarary �i that is zero. For technical reasons, �4 getsprecedence over �5. We will be terse about some of thefollowing cases, which are standard; see [8].�1 = 0: In this case, the dual variable !B correspond-ing to a (non-trivial) t-blossom B becomes zero. We ex-pand B, that is, we stop regarding it as a blossom andmake its subblossoms outer blossoms. Some of thesenew outer blossoms become s-blossoms, some becomet-blossoms, and some f -blossoms.�2 = 0: In this case, a pair (u; v), which is now ad-missible, has been discovered; u is an s-vertex and v anf -vertex. Two f -blossoms are added to the alternatingforest, one as a t-blossom and the other as an s-blossom.�3 = 0: A pair (u; v) which is now admissible hasbeen discovered, where u and v are s-vertices. Either anew s-blossom is formed, or an alternating path betweentwo unconstraned exposed blossoms is discovered. Thelatter subcase ends the phase and is handled in a mannersimilar to the case where �4 = 0.�4 = 0: A pair (u; v), which is now admissible, hasbeen discovered; u is an s-vertex and v a c-vertex. LetA (resp. B) be the s-blossom (resp. c-blossom) contain-ing u (resp. v). Let A0 be the unconstrained exposedblossom which is the root of the alternating tree con-taining A, and let �(A0; A) denote the correspondingeven-length alternating path between A0 and A. Notethat �(A0; A), the edge (u; v), and the blossom B to-gether constitute an alternating path between the ex-posed blossoms A0 and B. We expand this to an aug-menting path � between the exposed bases of A0 andB. We augment the current matching M by excludingall pairs of M belonging to � and including the otherpairs of �. Note that the cardinality of the matchingM increases by one, and the number of unconstrainedexposed blossoms reduces by one since A0 is now nolonger exposed. We also change appropriately the bases



of all the blossoms through which the augmenting pathpasses. This ends the current phase of the algorithm.�5 = 0: In this case, �(u) has increased to �(u; p),where u is an s-vertex and p a portal on the boundaryof Q. Let A be the s-blossom containing u. Let A0 bethe unconstrained exposed blossom which is the rootof the alternating tree containing A, and let �(A0; A)denote the corresponding even-length alternating pathbetween A0 and A. We expand �(A0; A) to an even-length alternating path � between the bases of A0 and A.We alter the current matching M by excluding all pairsof M belonging to � and including the other pairs of �.We change appropriately the bases of all the blossomsthrough which the augmenting path passes. This endsthe current phase of the algorithm. This event reducesthe number of unconstrained exposed blossoms by onewithout changing the cardinality of M . Note that inthe next phase, A will be constrained.This completes the description of a phase. At the endof the phase, we (recursively) expand all outer blossomswhose dual variable is zero.This also completes our description of the overalldivide-and-conquer scheme for min-cost perfect match-ing of V in G. The following observation is useful inbounding the number of phases in the conquer stage.Lemma 2.4 The following invariant holds after eachphase of the conquer stage for U = K \ V : At eachportal p 2 P at the boundary of the square K, at mostone exposed blossom of U is constrained.The proof uses the observation that when a secondblossom is about to be constrained at a portal, we willbe in the case �4 = 0 (which we give precedence over�5 = 0).Lemma 2.5 The number of phases in the conquer stepfor U is O((logn)=").Proof: Let E denote the number of unconstrained ex-posed blossoms at the beginning of the conquer step.Since each phase decreases the total number of uncon-strained exposed blossoms by one or two, the numberof phases is at most jEj. Hence it su�ces to showjEj = O(log n="). Let Q 2 E , and assume, without lossof generality, that Q 2 U1. After the recursive call toU1, Q must be constrained at a portal on the boundaryof K1; since it is unconstrained with respect to U , thiscannot be a portal on the boundary of K. The numberof portals on @U1 n @U is O((logn)="). By Lemma 2.4,this bounds jEj. 2For a fast implementation of one phase of the con-quer algorithm for U , we need a mechanism to quicklycompute when �i becomes zero. The following theoremresults from a careful implementation of a phase suchas the one described by Galil et al. [8] or Vaidya [13].

Theorem 2.6 Suppose the total time spent in detectingwhen �i becomes zero, over an entire phase for the subsetU of sites, is O(�). Then, one phase can be implementedin O(jU j log jU j+ �) time.We describe below the main ideas of an implementa-tion that detects when �i becomes zero at a total costof O(� logm) per phase, where m (resp. �) denotes thenumber of vertices (resp. edges) in G(K). Since thereare O((logn)=") phases in the conquer step, this gives arunning time of O( log n" � � � logm) for the conquer step.Putting everything together, we conclude with the mainresult of this section:Theorem 2.7 Given a set V of 2n points in the plane,and a real number " > 0, we can compute a perfectmatching of V whose cost is at most (1 + ") times theoptimal using an algorithm that runs in O((n="3) log6 n)time.2.5 Implementing a phaseWe show below that detecting when �i becomes zero es-sentially reduces to detecting events when an inequalityof one of the following forms becomes tight:1. !Q � 0, for a t-blossom Q.2. �(u) � c1, for an s-vertex u and a real number c1.3. �(u) � c1, for an f - or t-vertex u and a real numberc1.4. �(u) + �(v) � c1, for a real number c1, where ei-ther (i) u and v are s-vertices in di�erent outermostblossoms, (ii) u is an s-vertex and v is a t-vertex,and (iii) u is an s-vertex and v is a c-vertex.We will refer to these as events of the �rst, second,third, and fourth type, respectively. The total numberof such events that we need to detect per phase is onlyO(�). We will also need a data-structure which will al-low us to compute the value of �(u), for any site u. Thisdata-structure is queried O(�) times. With straightfor-ward modi�cations, the priority queues of Galil et al. [8]will let us implement the above data structures using atotal of O(� logm) time per phase.To detect when �1 becomes zero, we need to detectO(m) events of the �rst type. For �5, we precompute�(u; p), the distance in G(K) between each vertex u 2 Uand portal p 2 P , and then the closest portal to eachvertex in U . To detect when �5 becomes zero, we nowneed to detect events of the second type. Again, thereare only O(m) such events. The cost of precomputingthe distances �(u; p) is absorbed in the running time ofthe conquer phase.



For detecting when �i becomes zero, for 2 � i � 4,we need to detect when disk(u) and disk(v) touch, forsites u and v of U in di�erent outer blossoms of U . Forthis, we �rst need to establish certain simple but usefulproperties of disks.Lemma 2.8 If u and v are sites in the same outer blos-som, �(u) and �(v) change at the same rate.The following observation depends on the fact thatthe algorithm increases the dual variables correspond-ing to the s-blossoms, decreases the dual variables cor-responding to the t-blossoms, and does not change thedual variables corresponding to the f -blossoms. It alsoexpresses a property of the algorithm's labelling scheme.Lemma 2.9 During a phase, a site u 2 U may changeits status from an f-vertex to a t-vertex (and vice versa)a number of times. In this part of the phase, �(u) canonly decrease. However, once u becomes an s-vertex, itremains an s-vertex until the end of the phase. In thispart of the phase, �(u) can only increase. If u belongsto a c-blossom, �(u) does not change at all during thephase.In view of the above lemma we refer to an s-vertex(resp. f/t-vertex) as a growing (resp. shrinking) vertex,and its disk as a growing (resp. shrinking) disk. Thefollowing lemma can be derived from Lemma 2.3 andthe fact that �(u) � 0 for any vertex u 2 U .Lemma 2.10 For any two distinct sites u; v 2 U ,�(u) � �(v) + �(u; v).For any vertex p of G(K), we de�ne the nearest site �pof p to be u 2 U that minimizes �(u; p)� �(u); we referto disk(�p) as the nearest disk to p. We say that �p (ordisk(�p)) owns p if disk(�p) contains p, i.e., �(�p; p) ��(�p).For simplifying the discussion, assume that �p is al-ways unique for every vertex p. By Lemma 2.10, we canassume that, for any site u 2 U , �u = u always holds.Furthermore, since �(u) � 0, we can assume that u al-ways owns itself.For any portal p, if a site u 2 U owns p at a par-ticular time, then u continues to own p as long as�(u) � �(u; p). Indeed, this follows from the fact thedisks of sites in di�erent outer blossoms do not over-lap (Lemma 2.3) and the fact that disks of sites in thesame blossom grow at the same rate (Lemma 2.8). ByLemma 2.9, the owner of a steiner-point p can changeonly a constant number of times during a phase. Tomaintain the owner of a steiner point p during a phase,we mainly need to keep track of two kinds of informa-tion:

1. If a shrinking vertex u currently owns p, when doesdisk(u) stop containing p? This is an event of thethird type, and there are O(m) such events.2. If p is currently without an owner, when does thedisk of an s-vertex �rst hit p? For maintainingthis information, we need to `propogate' the disksof sites along the edges of the graph. This can beachieved using O(�) events of the second type.Finally, we are ready to describe how we can detectcollisions between two disks of vertices in di�erent outerblossoms of U . Suppose the point of contact of sucha collision lies in the interior of an edge (p; q). UsingLemma 2.3 and Lemma 2.8, we can conclude that thedisks that touch must be the owners of p and q. There-fore, to detect such a collision, we need to keep track ofthe event `When do the disks that own p and q collidealong the edge (p; q)'? This is an event of the fourthtype. It is easy to see from the above discussion thatthere are only a constant number of such events for eachedge in a phase.3 Bipartite MatchingWe are given a set R of n \red" points and a set B of n\blue" points in the plane, and a real number " > 0; wewish to compute a perfect red-blue matching whose costis at most (1 + ") times that of an optimal matching.We �rst \clean up" the given instance of the problem.We then partition the red-blue edges into O(log n=")\classes," and compute a clique cover of the edges ineach class. We then use the clique covers to implementthe scaling algorithm of Gabow and Tarjan e�cientlyon an appropriately de�ned graph.3.1 The clean-up phaseLet OPT be the cost of a min-cost red-blue matching ofV = R[B. We �rst compute a rough approximation �to OPT such that � � OPT � n�. Using the algorithmby Efrat and Itai [5], we compute in O(n3=2 logn) time abottleneck matching of R and B, which is a perfect red-blue matching that minimizes the maximum length red-blue pair in the matching, under the L1-metric. Let �be the largest distance among all pairs in the matching.Since an optimal min-cost matching must use a pairwhose length is at least � and the cost of the optimalbottleneck matching is at most n�, we have � � OPT �n � �.We draw a grid in the plane of the formf(i�=n2; j�=n2) j i; j 2 Zg, move each point in R [ Bto the nearest grid point, and compute a matching ofthe resulting points. The cost of the optimal matchingof perturbed points di�ers from the original one by atmost 2n�OPT=n2 = OPT=2n. Since " > 1=n, it su�ces



to compute an (1 + "=2)-approximate matching for thenew set of points. If a red point r and a blue point bare moved to the same grid point, we match r with band discard r and b. We thus assume that no grid pointcontains both red and blue points. Scaling the grid byfactor n2=�, we can assume that the minimum red-bluedistance is 1 and that the cost of the optimal red-bluematching is at most n3. We can ignore from considera-tion red-blue pairs that are more than n3 apart.3.2 Clique covers of interesting pairsInstead of the Euclidean metric, it will be convenientto measure distances between points using a polygonalmetric, dP (�; �), de�ned by a centrally-symmetric regularconvex polygon with O(1=p") edges.1 Such a metricapproximates the Euclidean metric to within a factorof (1 + "). Let us call the red-blue pairs whose length,under dP -metric, is between 1 and n3 the interestingpairs.For 1 � j � k = �3 log1+" n�, de�ne Ij to be theinterval [(1+ ")j�1; (1+ ")j ]. Let Cj = f(r; b) 2 R�B jdP (r; b) 2 Ijg. C1; : : : ; Ck partition the set of interestngred-blue pairs. We de�ne a bipartite clique cover, orsimply a clique cover for brevity, for the set of pairs inclass Ci to be a family Fi = f(R1; B1); : : : ; (Rl; Bl)gwith the following properties:1. Rj � R and Bj � B, for 1 � j � l,2. every pair in Rj �Bj belonds to the class Ci, and3. for every pair (r; b) in class Ci, there is an (Rj ; Bj)such that (r; b) 2 Rj �Bj .The size of the clique cover is Pj(jRj j + jBj j). Thesize bounds the space needed to compactly representthe pairs in class Ci using a clique cover. Usingstandard range searching structures, we can compute,in O((n=p") log2 n) time, a clique cover of Ci of sizeO((n=p") log2 n) [15]. Set F = SiFi. The total timespent in computing F is O((n="3=2) log3 n).3.3 The scaling algorithmWe approximate the lengths of all the pairs belonging toa class Ci by a single number ni = (1 + ")i�1(1 + "=2),the middle-point of the subinterval Ii. By scaling allthe numbers, we assume that all the ni's are integers.De�ne G = (R [ B;Si Ci); the cost of the edge (r; b) isset to ni if (r; b) 2 Ci.We use the scaling algorithm of Gabow and Tarjan [7]to compute a min-cost perfect matching in the graph G.1For a centrally symmetric polygon P , the convex polygonaldistance, dP , between two points p; q 2 R2 is de�ned as dP (p; q) =inff� j q 2 �P + pg.

Clearly, this will yield a solution to our overall goal.However, we cannot a�ord to run the scaling algorithmon the graph G explicitly as the graph may have 
(n2)edges. Instead, we will show how the clique covers canbe used to implement the scaling algorithm e�ciently.We begin by giving a brief description of the scalingalgorithm on the bipartite graph G.The algorithm associates a dual variable !w with eachvertex w 2 R [ B. Let c(e) denote the cost of an edgee. The costs on edges are integers; we will let N denotethe largest cost. In our case, N = O(n3=").A 1-feasible matching consists of a matching M anddual variables !w so that for any pair (u; v) 2 R�B,!u + !v � c(u; v) + 1; 8(u; v) 2 R�B;!u + !v = c(u; v); 8(u; v) 2M:A 1-optimal matching is a perfect matching that is 1-feasible. If the +1 term is omitted from the �rst in-equality, these are the usual complementary slacknessconditions for a minimum perfect matching [10].The scaling algorithm begins by computing a new costc(e) for each edge e, equal to n+1 times the given cost.Consider each c(e) to be a binary number b1b2 � � � bk hav-ing k = blog((n+1)N)c+1 bits. The scaling algorithmruns in k scales. It maintains a variable c(e) for eachedge e, equal to its cost in the current scale. At thebeginning each c(e) and each !w is set to 0. Then thefollowing loop is executed with the loop index s goingfrom 1 to k.1. For each edge e,c(e) 2c(e) + bit bs of c(e):Basically, c(e) is set to the binary number repre-sented by the the �rst s bits of c(e). For each vertexv, y(v) 2y(v)� 1.2. Call the procedure match to �nd a 1-optimalmatching with the current costs.Each iteration of the above loop is called a scale.Thus, there are O(log(nN)) scales. Gabow and Tar-jan show that the 1-optimal matching computed at theend of the last scale is the min-cost perfect matching inG. Before describing the procedure match, we need afew de�nitions. Given a matching M , we call an edge(u; v) eligible if (1) (u; v) 2 M and !u + !v = c(u; v),or (2) (u; v) 62 M and !u + !v = c(u; v) + 1. In otherwords, an eligible edge is one for which the 1-feasibilityconstraint holds with equality.procedure matchI. Initialize M = ;. (We throw away the 1-optimalmatching computed at the previous scale.)



II. Repeat the following steps until Step 1 halts witha perfect matching.Step 1. Find a maximal set A of vertex-disjoint aug-menting paths of eligible edges. For each pathP 2 A, augment the matching along P , andfor each vertex v 2 B \ P , decrease !v by 1.(This makes the new matching 1-feasible.) Ifthe new matching is perfect, halt.Step 2. Do a Hungarian search to adjust the duals(maintaining 1-feasibility) until there is anaugmenting path of eligible edges.Gabow and Tarjan show that Steps 1 and 2 can beimplemented in O(m) time, where m is the number ofedges in G, and that they are repeated O(pn) times ateach scale. Since there are O(log(nN)) scales, the totalrunning time is O(pnm log(nN)). We show below thatSteps 1 and 2 of procedure match can be performed inO((n="3=2) log4 n) time using clique covers. We there-fore conclude the following:Theorem 3.1 Given a set R of n red points and a setB of n blue points in the plane, and a real number " > 0,we can compute a perfect red-blue matching whose costis at most (1 + ") times the cost of the optimal perfectred-blue matching in time O((n=")3=2 log5 n).3.4 Implementing Step 1Step 1 of procedure match begins with the currentmatching M and set of dual variables !v for each v 2R[B. The matching or dual variables are not changedin the middle of this step. Let us call a vertex free if itis not incident on any edge of M . Step 1 �nds a max-imal set A of vertex disjoint augmenting paths, one byone, using a depth-�rst search. In the process, it marksevery vertex reached during the search. The procedureterminates after no unmarked free vertex is left in R.The procedure begins by growing a path � from somefree unmarked vertex of R, and marks the vertex. Sup-pose it is growing a path � = hr1; b1; r2; � � � ; bi�1; rii.To grow � from ri, it asks the following query: Is therean eligible edge from ri to an unmarked vertex in B?There are two cases:(i) There is such a vertex bi. If bi is free, � = hr1 � � � biiis an augmenting path. We add � to A, mark bi,and start growing a new path from a di�erent un-marked free vertex of R. If bi is matched to anothervertex ri+1, set � = hr1 � � � ri; bi; ri+1i, mark bi andri+1, and grow � at ri+1.(ii) There is no such a vertex. If i = 1, we start growinga new path from a di�erent unmarked free vertexof R. If i > 1, ri and bi�1 are deleted from � andwe grow � at ri�1.

If we had all the m edges of G, the above queriescould be answer in a total of O(m) time (summed overall queries). Since we only have a clique cover of theedges of G, we preprocess them into a data structure sothat the queries can be answered e�ciently. For eachr 2 R, we maintain a subset Jr of indices of pairs inF . Initially, we set Jr = fj j r 2 Rjg. For each Bj ,we maintain the unmarked vertices of Bj in a red-blacktree with the values of their dual varaible as the key.Since all interesting pairs in a class Ci have the samecost n0i, determining whether there is an eligible edgefrom r 2 Rj to an unmarked vertex in Bj is equiva-lent to determining whether there is a vertex b 2 Bjin the red-black tree with !b = n0i + 1 � !r. Usingour data structure, we can search for such a vertex b inO(log n) time. Hence, to answer a query for a vertexr 2 R, we choose the �rst index j in the list Jr, andsearch in Bj with the appropriate value. If a vertex bis found, we mark b and delete it from all the red-blacktrees. Otherwise, we delete j from Jr and repeat thesame procedure with the next index in the list. If noindex in Jr is left and we have not found a desired ver-tex, we conclude that there is no eligible edge from rto an unmarked vertex in B. Since at each step we ei-ther delete an index from Jr or delete a vertex b fromall trees, the total time spent in answer all queries isPj O((jRj j+ jBj j) logn) = O((n="3=2) log4 n).Lemma 3.2 A single iteration of Step 1 takesO((n="3=2) log4 n).3.5 Implementing Step 2Step 2 of procedure match is the Hungarian search.It is well known [13] that the key component of theHungarian search is the following problem of maintain-ing bichromatic closest pairs. We want to maintain aR0 � R and a B0 � B. Initially, R0 = ; and B0 = B,and vertex each v in B0 is assigned a weight �v . Theoperations allowed on R0 and B0 are the following: Avertex u may be inserted into R0 with a weight �v ; avertex v may be deleted from B0. The problem is tomaintain the bichromatic closest pair, which is the pair(u; v) 2 R0 �B0 that minimizes c(u; v)� �u � �v .We will show how to maintain the bichromatic clos-est pair over edges in a single class Ci, whose cliquecover is f(R1; B1); : : : ; (Rl; Bl)g. Since all the edgesin class Ci have the same cost, this reduces to simplymaintaining the pair that maximizes �u + �v over all(u; v) 2 Ci \R0�B0. For an (Rj ; Bj), let R0j = Rj \R0,and B0j = Bj \ B0. We simply maintain the largest �uover all u 2 R0j , and the largest �v over all v 2 B0j .This gives us the pair that maximizes �u + �v overall (u; v) 2 R0j � B0j ; we maintain the maximum overall the (Rj ; Bj) in the clique cover by using a prior-ity queue. It can now be shown that inserts in R0,



deletes in B0, and maintaining the bichromatic closestpair for class Ci takes O(n log3 n=p") time, and over allclasses takes O((n="3=2) log4 n) time. We conclude thatstep 2 of the procedure match can be implemented inO((n="3=2) log4 n) time.Lemma 3.3 A single iteration of Step 2 takesO((n="3=2) log4 n).4 ConclusionsWe have presented a Monte-Carlo algorithm for ap-proximate planar min-cost matching that runs inO((n="3) log6 n) time and returns a matching whosecost is within (1 + ") of the optimal. For the bipar-tite version of the problem, we presented a deterministicalgorithm that runs in O((n=")3=2 log5 n) time.We conclude by mentioning two interesting openproblems.� Is there an algorithm for approximate planar bipar-tite matching whose running time dependence on nis near-linear?� Is there a sub-quadratic time algorithm for exactplanar bipartite matching?References[1] P. K. Agarwal, A. Efrat, and M. Sharir. Vertical de-composition of shallow levels in 3-dimensional arrange-ments and its applications. In Proc. 11th Annu. ACMSympos. Comput. Geom., 1995, 39{50.[2] S. Arora. Nearly linear time approximation schemes forEuclidean TSP and other geometric problems. In Proc.38th Annu. IEEE Sympos. Found. Comput. Sci., 1997,554{563.[3] D. Avis. A survey of heuristics for the weighted match-ing problem. Networks, 13 (1983), 475{493.[4] J. Edmonds. Maximum matching and a polyhedronwith (0,1) vertices. J. Res. National Bureau of Stan-dards, 69B (1965), 125{130.[5] A. Efrat and A. Itai. Improvements on bottleneckmatching and related problems using geometry. InProc. 12th Annu. ACM Sympos. Comput. Geom., 1996,301{310.[6] T. Feder and R. Motwani. Clique partitions, graphcompression, and speeding up algoithms. In Proc. 27thAnnu. ACM Sympos. Theory Comput., 1991, 123{133.[7] H. Gabow and R. Tarjan. Faster scaling algorithmsfor network problems. SIAM J. Comput., 18 (1989),1013{1036.
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